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     “Live Free or Die”.  That is the official motto of New Hampshire.  Based upon my 
experience in the Senate today, someone might want to call the Coroner's office.  This 
article will not use the names or descriptions of persons unless they are public officials or 
work for a non-profit—especially those who attended and/or testified during the various 
hearings and Senate vote(s) relative to legislation to address the primary care shortage, 
lack of medical services for those in rural and underserved areas, and opioid crisis in New 
Hampshire  The following is a recount of what I observed during those events.

      Our story has its' roots in a blustery January morning.  I just had arrived to my hotel 
room at 1:00 a.m. after a nine-hour drive through the armpit to the north that is known as 
New York City on the way to northern Massachusetts.  I still had not prepared my 
testimony in favor of “Assistant Physician (AP)” legislation for the House of 
Representatives committee hearing in Concord, NH later that same morning.  (APs, who 
were first recognized in Missouri, are medical graduates who have passed several board 
exams, but did not complete a residency program which usually is required for full 
“Physician” licensure.  They must work in a 'Collaborative Practice Agreement (CPA)” 
with a licensed physician.)  Bleary-eyed, I wrote a four-page document consisting of an 
“Introduction”, three-part explanation of support for the bill, and a “Conclusion” based in 
part upon my experience as an AP without CPA in Missouri.  Despite opposition by 
approximately ten medical entities versus three of us in favor, the hearing went well.  The 
vote was 12-7 “Ought to Pass” in favor of the bill.  We prevailed thanks to the wonderful 
and insightful testimony of a physician, the heart-felt story of a fellow 'unmatched' doctor, 
and my own testimony.  The bill then passed 215-108 in the full House with a change in 
name to “Graduate Physician (GP)”.  In late March, the bill was slated for review in a 
committee in the Senate which likely would determine its' outcome in the full Senate 
vote.

     On March 29, 2018, I attended the Senate committee hearing with a variant of my 
original testimony plus some commentary and visualizations that I had prepared to 
convince the committee to support the bill.  The opposition was even stiffer this time.  
Initially, there were approximately 25-30 in opposition signed up to speak while, as I was 
to learn later, only four of us were signed up to speak in favor.  (I was number 19 on the 
list which could have grown to more than 35-40 after my signing based upon the 
standing-room-only crowd.)  The 'initial' hearing lasted 1:17:03 according to a recording 
available on the committee site subsequently.  I use this terminology to distinguish it from 
the 'Executive Session' that took place after our 'hearing' and other hearings had 
concluded.  Of course, a recording of this “Executive Session” does not seem to be 
available.  I pieced together what occurred in that session based upon calls to a secretary 
and other support personnel.  Later that day, the committee had released a text of an 
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'amended' bill which basically deleted the original bill entirely and replaced it with text 
from previous, failed SB426 legislation from March, 2018.  Are we to believe that the 
committee members reviewed all of the documents submitted within hours before 
releasing the amended bill?  The committee voted 4-0 “Ought to Pass with Amendment” 
which now meant that the GP bill had been replaced by a 'primary-care-workforce', 
'student-loan-repayment' bill that previously had been determined “Inexpedient to 
Legislate” with eleven Democrats and one Republican (who is our 'heroine' of this story) 
on the defeated side and twelve (or thirteen) Republicans on the 'victorious' side.  Two of 
the sponsors of the original GP bill, who will remain nameless due to the fact that they 
did a tremendous job trying to help APs/GPs despite the massive resistance from many of 
the protagonists in this story, essentially drafted a more innocuous 'study' version of the 
bill and postponed the final vote on the bill back two weeks from 4/5/18 to 4/19/18.

     The Senate sub-committee hearing turned out to be more action-packed than the 
House hearing.  In fact, I thought that I had stumbled upon the “National Championship 
of Mental Gymnastics”.  The first contestant (and, spoiler alert, eventual winner) was 
someone running a physician-recruitment scheme up north with more vacancies than a 
Jersey shore hotel in the middle of winter.  He strained credulity in trying to suggest that 
there was no physician shortage in the heavily opioid-afflicted, rugged-winter, and rock-
hard lands of Northern New Hampshire.  In addition to being an expert at evasive word-
games, he apparently is adept at minimizing mention of his name by testifying alongside 
another contestant, not providing his business card when running interference for the 
Senate committee 'Executive Session' attendees, and being mentioned without name in 
the subsequent hearing as testifying about no physician shortage up north.  He seems to 
fancy himself as very smart; so intelligent that he is running a failing program to attract 
doctors to his area despite his touting of the 'nice' surroundings.  Every medical student 
dreams of foregoing a $300,000 job in a major metropolitan area to earn a fraction of that 
just so that they can pay down their student loans in beautiful, but frigid and secluded, 
northern New Hampshire.  Intentionally or inadvertently, this 'gentleman' teamed up with 
someone from the New Hampshire Medical Society (NHMS) to run interference under 
the guise of expressing sympathy to an ivy-league, unmatched medical student nearing 
graduation who had arrived late to the hearing, was denied the ability to speak, and now 
was conversing with me.  I will not mention the NHMS person at this time, but suffice to 
say that I have the business card.  You know the NHMS, right?  The one with the 
“President” who insinuated in his blog that the U.S. government is xenophobic: 
https://www.nhms.org/nhms-blog/immigration-holocaust-and-xenophobia.  (Do not 
worry: have this downloaded in case it gets 'memory-holed'.)  While you are at it, check 
out the Yelp reviews of “Dr. My-way-or-the-highway”.

     The second contestant was a lawyer representing a primary care organization with as 
many as 40 physician vacancies itself.  Oh, wait a minute, there apparently is no physician 
shortage that $1.1 million can not solve.  Oh, wait another minute, now they apparently 
may get $2 million in the near future to not fill the vacancies that they could not fill 
previously.  http://www.bistatepca.org/uploads/pdf/Testimony/NH%20Testimony/HB%
201506%20Asst%20Physician%20Bill.pdf.  (Yes.  This is saved offline also.)  As with 
any lawyer, she can not be blamed entirely for being duplicitous.  Her training is to argue 
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either side of any issue.  If I paid her or any attorney more than her current client(s), she 
would present my point of view.  Just the same, I was astonished when she made the 
quivering admonishment that “Assistant Physicians (APs)” would not be able to get 
malpractice insurance which, of course, is not true as evidenced by the 39 APs practicing 
medicine in Missouri.  I tried to correct her in the House hearing on 1/18/18, but 
somehow she made the same assertion on 3/29/18 in front of the Senate subcommittee 
which required me to correct her again.  Gee, did she use the same testimony and forget 
to modify it?  Is that organization getting its' money's worth?

     Our third contestant is the gadfly, and former state representative, Ms. Hardtofigger.  
She likes to start off her testimony (both in the House and Senate) boasting how she 
showed up at the Primary Care Workforce or some-such group and became its' leader the 
first day.  I wonder why someone so skilled at double-speak would be given such a 
position?  Somehow, this entity was created several years ago and seems to have a 
nebulous existence that I can not ascertain readily.  Ms. Hardtofigger is the kind of person 
who enters the room in a hail of kisses and hugs that can be disarming.  If you are like 
me, you will find yourself calling her 'wonderful' after a brief conversation, a sentiment 
which dissipates quickly upon further investigation.  She seems to revel in criticizing 
minute aspects of legislation in order to foil its' passage.  Ms. Hardtofigger somehow is 
able to admit the physician shortage, but couch it in such a way that it seems 
inconsequential—as if it were a fly in a large auditorium.  The depths of this person's dark 
persuasion is beyond my feeble attempts at description.  'Wolf in sheep's clothing' seems 
inadequate.  The best that I can describe her is as similar to my sister-in-law's nice, Irish-
English mother—omitting the 'nice' part.

     The day of the full Senate vote arrived.  I spent the morning preparing fliers and a sign 
to hold up in support of the bill.  I was able to give all of the 25-30 fliers to Senators and 
others before the hearing and to speak to a few Senators.  When 10:00 a.m. approached, I 
went upstairs to the Senate gallery where I sat for most of the time (excluding breaks and 
lunch) until approximately 2:45 p.m. when they finally put the bill up for vote(s). Senator 
Legal Briefs, who also was a member of the Senate subcommittee, seemed to be spending 
most of his time during the session frantically writing (legal briefs?).  As with the 
previous lawyer, he can not be blamed entirely for being duplicitous since it is a by-
product of his training.  This brings me to Senator Two-Face.  Ah, what a breath of fresh 
air he was at the Senate subcommittee hearing asking, 'Who is blocking the door and 
preventing these doctors from working?'.  As we will see later, a mirror might serve a 
useful purpose here.  In fact, the whole hearing would turn out to be a dog-and-pony show 
prior to a secretive meeting.  Kabuki theatre would pale in comparison to the multiple 
exhortations made by Senator Two-Face about who was doing the hindering and why we 
would be meeting if there were no physician shortage.  Imagine my surprise when I was 
informed by his office that he supported the amendment motioned and seconded by two 
Democratic Senators to replace the entire language of the “Graduate Physician” bill with 
a primary-care-workforce, failed Senate bill SB426 from 3/18.  

     Finally, we encounter our heroine: none other than Senator RINO, the “Chairman” of 
the Senate subcommittee.  In the Senate subcommittee meeting, she had asked a question 
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of a supporter of the original bill about whether the bill had been run by the “Primary 
Care Workforce”, which seems to indicate some foreknowledge of events that would 
occur in the later 'Executive Session' likely led by Ms. Hardtofigger.  Ms. RINO was 
vociferous in her attacks on the original legislation and subsequent 'study' amendment.  
She expressed (or should I say feigned?) concern about inferior care provision, medical 
establishment opposition, and potential GP qualifications.  Then, there it was, a blatant 
untruth in a vane attempt to bolster her argument.  Perhaps she was unnerved temporarily 
and thrown off her game of debasing the qualifications of medical graduates.  A comical 
highlight of the day was the query by Senator RINO of Senator Legal Briefs whereby they 
acquiesced about the aforementioned ludicrous statement by Mr. Mental Gymnastics that 
there is no physician shortage in northern New Hampshire.  The exchange was sort of like 
two mice delighting over a block of cheese.  Some other Senators dog-piled on the 
doctors without residencies by slyly or indirectly suggesting that they may not have gotten 
residencies 'for a reason' or may offer poor medical services.  Of course, approximately 
36% of all applicants did not get residencies in 2016 and 2017 as I mentioned in both 
hearings which is far from stigmatizing.  Senators RINO, Two-Face, and Legal Briefs all 
voted against the GP study amendment and for the subcommittee-amended bill castrating 
the original GP bill.  I basically will leave it there pending forthcoming information.  The 
only further comment is that the bill as amended by the committee passed and the hope of 
GPs or a GP study in the near future passed away.

     During this process of attending legislative meetings and spending time outside House 
and Senate chambers trying to convince Congressmen and Congresswomen to support us, 
I learned more than I ever perceived that I would.  The majority of legislation seems to be 
centered on subjects such as raising the minimum age of marriage, eliminating 
'Conversion Therapy', and providing alcohol and liquor to different entities in various 
venues.  If there is a similar thread running through all of this, one might argue that it is 
indirectly related to some hidden, nefarious agenda.  When is that last time that you heard 
someone say, 'You know, kids are getting married too young these days?', or even heard 
the phrase 'conversion therapy' in normal daily conversation?  Who thinks up these 
things?  Yet, when a bill gets presented to prevent people from suffering due to lack of 
medical care or dying of an opioid overdose, the refrain seems to be, 'Oh, we can't do 
that.'  Please do not accuse me of being insensitive.  I just do not understand and am 
asking questions.  This line of inquiry is fodder for another day.

     In the end, all that you can do is pity some of these people for the lengths to which 
they will go to keep their keepers happy.  One might wonder what motivates someone to 
take such positions.  Certainly, it can not be the $100-$200 per year that Congressional 
seats pay in New Hampshire.  (Yes, you read that right.)  Is it the promise of future fruits? 
Might there be some obscure information that might be damaging if it came to light?  As 
with Watergate, who knew what and when? I bear no ill-will nor ideas of retribution.  I 
will focus my energies on trying to provide for my family and possibly obtain 
employment in Missouri (where new legislation is pending to lift restrictions and provide 
more opportunities) no matter where I maintain residence.  New Hampshire is not a lost 
cause; however, it lost this time.
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